
OVERVIEW OF PEC CORE DESIGN AND REQUIREMENTS FOR PEC CORE

RESTRAINT SYSTEMS.

PEC is an experimental loop type fast reactor of 120 MW

Thermal.

Its main purpose is the in-pile development of fast reac-

tor fuel.

To meet this requirement a test loop has been provided at

the centre of the core. The test loop has its own cooling

circuit and is thermally isolated from the driver core« When

the test loop is not in position, it is replaced by six non-

fissile elements and one-fissile element. The test loop con-

stitutes a geometric restraint on the internal boundary of

the driver core.

To ensure the satisfactory handling of fuel elements near

the loop the driver core (78 fuel elements) was arranged in

groups of seven.

This concept was evolved in the early seventies and has now

been trasformed into hardware on the construction site. Most of

the non fissile core components are in course of manufacture.

Meanwhile the evolution of dynamic seismic calculation meth

ods has proceeded and it has recently become apparent that anti_

seismic precautions must be taken not only with the PEC loop

structures and systems but also with the design of the core it-

self.

Consequently, the PEC core is currently undergoing a series

of anti-seismic design modifications to ensure a safe seismic

perturbation and shut-down. These anti-seismic modifications are

aimed to limit the extent of reactivity perturbation during the

seismic event (before the control rods have scrammed) and to

guarantee control rod entry at any-time during the seismic event,

A further requirement is to guarantee structural integrity
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(coolability) of the fuel elements during and after a seismic

event•

For this reason a core restraint ring has been located

above the active core. This restraint ring constitutes a geo-

metric boundary which limits core element displacements«

The restraint ring was dimensioned so that sufficient gap

was left to handle fuel elements in the decay positions.

In correspondance with the restraint ring a second set of

pads have been positioned on the core elements, with the main

objective of reducing core compaction during the seismic event»

At the same time all core element feet have been modified to'

limit seismic induced stresses to within the design codes cri-

teria.

The aforementioned modifications and in particular the se£

ond set of pads, which are necessary for the anti-seismic design,

create new and increased difficulties for fuel element handling.

We are now in course of proceeding with experimental and

theoretical work relating to the recent core and fuel element

anti-seismic design modifications« The static mechanical equi-

librium calculation codes available within SNEA are:

- SISCO, and HARMONIE,

SISCO has been developed by ENEA and calculates, the free

displacement of a single element due to differential swelling

and material thermal expansion.

The computer code HARMONIE has been developed by the CEA

in France and enables whole core mechanical equilibrium calcu-

lations to be made in 3D using SISCO input data.

The experimental programme in support of the element hand!

ing numerical analysis is. presented in a series of tests with

the objective of determining separately loads envoived in fuel

element handling from the following parameters:
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- The interaction effects between element feet and the corre-

sponding feet-housing for a group of seven forced elements.

The tests have been carried out in the CEDI sodium test fa-

cility at the ENEA-CRE at Brasimone.

- The influence of the most highly deformed group of seven

elements and the resulting forces, on surrounding elements-,

This test relates to the two pad concept.

The v/ork is currently in progress in air at the ENEA-CRE

at Brasimone.

- Tests with the prototype fuel handling machine (MCs).

These tests will be carried out in the IPM sodium facility

at the ENEA-CRE at CASACCIA-ROME.

- Fuel element feet and various contact zone mechanical tests.

Work has been carried out at the AGIP Centre at Medicina,

With regard to core restraint requirements, we have been

able to retain the original requirements with the two pad

anti-seismic core as follows;

- compatible fuel element handling loads: with handling machine

characteristics.

- Maximum displacement of fuel element head during element

handling 4 1 3 mm,

- Con?istant displacement of fuel element heads with their

monitoring instrumentation (core outlet temperature measure-

ment thermocouples and delayed neutron sodium sampling inlet).

- Nominal clearance between outer ring of elements in decay

positions and core restraint ring during element handling >5 mm,

- Reduced mechanical interaction between driver fuel core and

the central test loop during handling
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- Maximum displacement of head of control rod guide tube

(in which control rod function can be guaranted) 23 mm.

CONDITIONS IMPOSED BY SEISMIC REQUIREMENTS

— Maximum dynamic displacement of control rod guide tube head

shall be such as to guarantee control rod scram during the

reference seismic event (TSS) •

— Maximum reactivity perturbation due to TSS (which may occur

before the control rods have scrammed): 60 cents.

— The maximum inelastic deformation of core elements, which

may result from a TSS event, shall be such that the struc—

tural integrity (coolability) of the fuel elements can be

guaranteed.

Experimental verification of this requirement shall be made

simulating the reference TSS event.

The aforementioned theoretical and experimental verifica-

tion programme will be completed in 1985»

We trust that the work carried out in Italy may contribute

to the safe development of fast reactor core design.

We hope that a technical exchange may develop in the frame-

work of existing and future international collaborative agree-

ments .

TSS = Safe Shutdown Earthquake.
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